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Abstract 
For every prime p and each n = 2,3, . , co, we construct an action of G = n:, (Z/pZ) 
on a two-dimensional compact metric space X with n-dimensional orbit space. 0 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Interest in group actions with the property that the orbit space has greater dimension 
than the original space is motivated in part by PA. Smith’s generalization [20] of Hilbert’s 
Fifth Problem [9]. Hilbert asked whether a topological group G the underlying space of 
which, ICI, is a (finite-dimensional) manifold admits the structure of a Lie group, i.e., 
whether IGI admits the structure of a real-analytic manifold on which group multiplication 
and inversion are analytic functions). Hilbert’s problem was solved affirmatively by von 
Neumann in 1933 [16] for compact groups and by Montgomery and Zippin in 1952 
[ 131, cf. [7], for locally compact ones. Smith’s generalization, which asks whether a 
compact topological group acting effectively (i.e., so that each element that is not the 
identity moves some point) on a finite-dimensional manifold must be a (subgroup of a) 
Lie group, is still unanswered. It is now known as the Hilbert-Smith Conjecture. The 
Hilbert-Smith Conjecture is known to be equivalent to the conjecture that a compact 
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topological group G acting effectively on a compact finite-dimensional manifold M” 
cannot have arbitrarily small subgroups; moreover, one may restrict attention to the case 
that G is totally disconnected, so it is equivalent to the proposition that if G is zero- 
dimensional, then it is finite, cf. [20, Section lo]. Work of Newman [15] and Smith 
[19] eliminates arbitrarily small torsion and reduces the problem to consideration of the 
p-adic integers A, = lim{Z/p”Z, &}, where &(g) = gp is the pth power mapping, for 
p prime [20, Section lo]. 
C.T. Yang [24] (cf. [17]) showed that the orbit space APIA, must have integral 
homological dimension dimz M/A, = n + 2, and that for any locally compact Hausdorff 
homologically n-dimensional space X supporting an effective A, action, dim2 X/A, < 
n + 3. Actions of this sort are termed dimension raising. 
Since for locally compact metric spaces Y of finite covering dimension dim Y, we have 
dimz Y = dim Y [l] (cf. [12,4]), Yang’s theorems imply that if X is metrizable, then 
dimX/A, 6 n + 3 or dimX/A, = 03, and that dim M/A, = n + 2 or dim M/A, = 
CO. Examples of interesting dimension-raising actions of A, on nonmanifold X with 
dim X/G = dim X + 1 or dim X + 2 were constructed in [ 1 l] and [ 181 (cf. [21,22]), and 
an example of a free A,-action on a 2-dimensional cell-like set (apparently unpublished) 
was constructed by Bestvina and Edwards (cf. [8]). 
In contrast, nothing has been known until now about the dimension-raising possibilities 
for actions of torsion groups on compact metric spaces. We show in this paper that the 
restrictions on the dimension of orbit spaces of actions by A, do not apply: dimension 
can be raised by an arbitrary amount if the acting group has enough torsion. Specifically, 
we prove the following theorems. (Henceforth, we use 2, to denote the integers modulo 
p and G to denote n,“=, (ZP)L.) 
Theorem A. For each integer n 3 3 and each prime p there is an action of G on a 
compact, two-dimensional metric space X such that dimX/G = n; moreover; 
dimXxX=3 
Theorem B. For each prime p there is an action of G = n,“=, (Zp)i on a two- 
dimensional metric compactum with strongly injinite-dimensional orbit space. 
Theorems A and B are proved as a consequence of our third theorem. 
Theorem C. For each compact metric space Y, and each prime p Y is the orbit space 
of an action of G on a metric compactum X with dimz, X = 1. 
1. Preliminaries 
Here we synopsize the dimension theory needed for our argument. Our basic references 
are [ 10,12,4]. From this point on, all spaces are locally compact and metric. 
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Definition. A space X has covering dimension dim X 6 n provided there are arbitrarily 
fine open coverings .U of X of order < n + 1, i.e., with the property that at most n + 1 
elements of l4 have a nonvoid mutual intersection; otherwise dimX > n. We use the 
term n-dimensional in this sense. 
Definition. The Urysohn n-diameter of a space X is the infimum d,(X) of all positive 
numbers E such that there is an E-map f : X + Y for some n-dimensional space Y. (An 
E-mup is one with all point inverses of diameter less than or equal to E.) 
Proposition 1. A compact metric space X has Urysohn n-diameter zero if and only if 
dimX < n. 
Theorem 2 (Hurewicz [lo]). Let f : X + Y be a closed surjective mapping. Then 
dimX < dimY + sup {dimf-‘(y) 1 y E Y}. 
Corollary 3. dim X x Y < dim X + dim Y. 
Corollary 4. If f : X + Y is a continuous surjection of compact metric spaces with 
zero-dimensional point inverses, then dim Y 3 dim X. 
Definition. If X is a locally compact metric space, its cohomological dimension dimG X 
with respect to an Abelian group G is the supremum of the set of integers n for which 
there exists a locally compact set A C X with H,“(A; G) # 0. 
Here, cohomology with compact supports H,* (A; G) is Tech cohomology of the one- 
point compactification of A if A is noncompact (and eech cohomology of A if A is 
compact). 
Theorem 5 (Kuz’minov [ 121). For a locally compact metric space X and Abelian group 
G the following are equivalent: 
(1) dirnGX < 72. 
(2) H,“+’ (U; G) = 0 for all precompact open sets U of X. 
(3) The restriction homomorphism j* : H,“(B; G) + H,“(A; G) is surjective for each 
compact pair (A. B) in X. 
Theorem 6. (The fundamental theorem of (co-)homological dimension (Alexandroff [I], 
cf. [ 12,23,4])). Let X be a locally compact metric space. Then dimz X < dim X. If 
dimX < cc then dimz X = dimX. 
Let Q denote the rational numbers. For a prime p, let Z’(n) be the integers localized at 
p. We also need 
ZPu =limZP+ZPz+...+ZPn ---f.... 
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Let 
p prime 
For a group G, let a(G) C (T be the subcollection containing Q if and only if G contains 
an element of infinite order, 2, if and only if G contains an element of order p” not 
divisible by p, Zpm if and only if G contains an element of order p, and Z(,) if and 
only if G contains an element a such that for all n, pna is not divisible by pnfl (writing 
group operations additively). Then we have the following. 
Proposition 7 (Bockstein’s inequalities [ 121). For any locally compact space X the fol- 
lowing inequalities hold: 
(1) dimz,, X < dimz, X, 
(2) dimz, X < dimz,, X + 1, 
(3) dimq X < dirnzcPI X, 
(4) dimz, X < dirnzcPI X, 
(5) dimz,, X < max{dimQ X, dimz(PI X - l}, 
(6) dimz(PI X < max{diq X, dim+_ X + 1). 
Theorem 8 (Realization Theorem [4]). For every set of numbers (72~: G E o} satis- 
fying Bockstein S inequalities there exists a compactum X with dimG X = nG for all 
G E 0. 
Theorem 9 (Bockstein’s First Theorem [12]). For any locally compact metric space X 
and Abelian group G, dimG X = maxHE, dimH X. 
Theorem 10 (Bockstein’s Second Theorem [12]). For X and Y locally compact metric 
spaces, the following hold: 
(1) dimz, (X x Y) = dimz, X + dimz, Y, 
(2) dimq(X x Y) = diw X + diq Y, 
(3) dimz,, (X x Y) = max{dim+ X + dimz,, Y, dimz,(X x Y) - l}, 
(4) dim+,, (X x Y) = dim+,, X + dimz,,, Y, if 
dimz,, X = dimz(,, Y or dimz,, Y = dimz(,, X, 
(5) dimz(,, (X x Y) = max{dimzP, (X x Y) + 1, diw(X x Y)}, if 
dimz,, X < dimz(,, X and dimz,, Y < dimz,,, Y. 
Theorem 11 (Countable Union Theorem [12]). If a compact space X = U,“=, Xi, 
where each X, is closed in X, then dimG X = SUp{diUQ Xi}. 
2. Lemmas 
Lemma 12. Zf f : X + Y is a light continuous map of a compact metric space X onto 
a jnite dimensional Y, then for any Abelian group G, dime X < dimG Y. 
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Proof. Let dimY = n. For each Abelian group G there is a “Test space” T,(G) such 
that if dim2 < n, then dimG 2 = dim 2 x T,(G) - n. By Corollary 4, dimX < n and 
dimX x T,(G) < dimY x T,(G). The result follows. 0 
Lemma 13. Zf dimz, X < 1 and dimZII1 X < 1, then dimz, X < 1 for all primes q 
P 
and dimqX < 1. 
Proof. First, a(Z[b]) = {Q,} U (2 (q): q # p, q prime}. By Theorem 9, diq X < 1 
and dimz,,, X < 1 for all primes q # p. Proposition 7(4) now gives dimz, X < 1 for 
all primes q. 0 
Lemma 14. The following are equivalent for a compact metric space X: 
(1) dimF X 6 n for all fields F, 
(2) dimF X < n for all fields Z, and for Q, 
(3) dimz X x X < 2n + 1. 
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is trivial. To see that (2) implies (1) note that if F is a 
field of characteristic zero, o(F) = {Q}, while if F has characteristic p, then g(F) = 
{Z,, ZPoo}, and by Proposition 7(l), dimz,, X < dimz, X. 
To verify that (2) implies (3), note that ~(2) = {a} U (2~~): for all primes p}, so 
applying Theorem 10(l) and (2), Proposition 7 (6) and (5), and Theorem 10 (4) and (5) 
gives the result. 
Theorem 10(l) and (2), together with Proposition 7(4) and the fact that a(Z) = 
{Q} U { 2~~): for all primes p} immediately show that (3) implies (2). 0 
We shall use IL] to denote the underlying polyhedron of the simplicial complex L 
when it is necessary to avoid confusion; otherwise, we shall use L for both the complex 
and the polyhedron. 
Lemma 15. Suppose that the group G = G1 @ GZ @ @ G,, where ]Gi] = p for 
each i, acts simplicially on the finite simplicial complex L and that < E H’ (L; 2,) is 
invariant under the action of G on L. Then representing H’ (L; Z,) as homotopy classes 
[L, K(Z,, l)], we may realize < as [4] where 4: L + K(Z,, 1) is invariant under the 
action of G. 
Proof. That G acts simplicially on L means by definition that 
(1) each element of G acts as a simplicial homeomorphism and 
(2) if a simplex is invariant under some element g of G then it is pointwise fixed by g. 
This ensures that the orbit space L/G inherits a simplicial structure and that the orbit 
map q : L -+ L/G is simplicial. (In the presence of (l), we may obtain (2) by passing to 
the barycentric subdivision of L.) 
The lemma is easily proved by induction on n using elementary Smith theory. We 
follow [2, p. 122 ff.]. Assuming n = 1 and using simplicial homology with 2, co- 
efficients, we let C,(L) = C, (L; 2,) and C*(L) = Hom(C, (L), 2,). We denote the 
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fixed point set of G by LG. Let g E G be a generator, and let r+ = 1 - g* and 
cr *= 1 + g* + g: + . . . + g?2-’ denote the induced homomorphisms on chains, and 
let C,7 (L) = r, (Cl (L) and Cz (L) = g* (C, (L), etc. Then the following is an exact 
sequence of chain complexes: 
0 + C:(L) $ C,(L/G) f C*(L) rz; C,“(L) + 0. 
This yields a long exact (Smith) sequence in homology: 
$ H:(L) $ H,(L/G) r: H,(L) rs; H;(L) 5 
Note that there is an isomorphism Q : C:(L) g C, (L/G, LG) inducing an isomor- 
phism on homology. 
Dualizing by setting C*(L) = Hom(C,(L),Z,), C:(L) = Hom(C~(L),Z,), and 
C:(L) = Hom(C:(L), Z,), we have a short exact sequence of cochain complexes yield- 
ing a long exact (Smith) sequence in cohomology: 
H,-‘(L) @ H*-‘(LG) 5 H,:(L) -% H*(L) 5 H,(L) $ H*(LG) -+ 
Here, HG denotes the cohomology of the cochain complex C,, etc. 
Since < E H’(L) satisfies < = g * (I), it vanishes on C:(L), so I*(<) = 0. Thus, 
[ = g*($)) for some $ E HA(L). Now, 
HA(L) S Hom(HP(L), 2,) Z Hom(Ht (L/G, LG), ZP) E H’ (L/G, LG), 
where H,“(L, 2,) is the homology of the chain complex cr*(C*), 2,). Therefore the 
homomorphism < : HI (L) + 2, factors as HI (L) 2 HP(L) 3 HI (L/G, LG) 3 2,. 
Letting f : (L/G, LG) + (K, 50) be a map with f* = x, where K is an Eilenberg- 
MacLane space K(Z,, 1) and setting 4 = f o q, we see that c5 is G-invariant and that 
$* = 7rl (L) i HI(L) 1 2,. 
Now if n > 1, and we have the result for n - 1, then < corresponds to 
where qn-l : L + L/G2 @ . @ G, is the orbit map. Applying the initial case to the 
class C E H’ (L/G* c~. . EB G,) corresponding to f, we factor f through L/G obtaining 
the desired map 4: L -% L/G + K representing I. 0 
Definition. A polyhedron over a simplex An is a polyhedron L, a triangulation r of L, 
and a nondegenerate (i.e., one-to-one on each simplex) simplicial map L + An, cf. [21]. 
Remark. Let A” denote the standard n-simplex with vertices ~0, ~1, . . . , v,. Each sim- 
plicial complex K of dimension at most R has a natural structure of a polyhedron over 
Am by taking the first barycentric subdivision and then sending the barycenter of each 
k-simplex of K to wk. Then the barycentric subdivision of K has a natural simplicial 
map K’ + An from the barycentric subdivision of K to An defined by sending the 
barycenter 2 of each k-simplex to ‘uk. 
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Lemma 16. Given a connected, jinite simplicial complex L and a prime p, there is an 
integer m and a simplicial action of G, = (2,)” on a complex 2 such that the orbit 
space z/G, is a subdivision of L and the orbit map f : 2 + L has the following 
property for each simplex o E L: 
.f-‘(W 4 .f-‘( ) d u in uces an isomorphism on H’ (-; 2,). (*> 
Proof. We make an induction on dimension n of L. Let o : L’ 4 An be the induced 
nondegenerate map. If n = 0 or 1, we may use m = 0 and f = id. Now assume that the 
lemma is true for complexes of dimension less than n. Let p: aAn + A+’ give aAn 
the structure of a complex over A +‘. By composition, with the induced subdivision, this 
gives L”-’ the structure of a polyhedron over A+‘. Apply the induction hypothesis to 
produce a resolution h : L=’ + Ln-’ that is the orbit mapping of a simplicial action of 
Gk on some subdivision of L:’ satisfying *. We shall construct f : 2 + L inductively 
over the n-simplices of L so that, except for subdivision, fiL=’ = h. This reduces the 
lemma to the case that L = A” and that for some subdivision n of aA’&, aAn has the 
structure of a polyhedron over a simplex and a resolution h : azn + aAn satisfying * 
for some Gk. Assume that also the following is true: 
GI, acts trivially on H’ (a2”; 2,). (i) 
Since 2, is a field, H’(3xn; 2,) 1s a vector space (free), and (t) implies, by Lemma 15 
that each member [4i] of a set of generators may be represented by an invariant map 
&: li3iinl + K(Z,, l), i = l!. . ,l. Let 
be the diagonal map. Let S” ---) K(Z,, 1) be the standard representation of K(Z,, 1) 
as orbit space of a free simplicial action of Z, on S’ * S’ * . . ., and let 7r’ : M -+ aLn 
denote the pullback by $ of the orbit map 
1 1 
/Gl : n 5’” -+ n K(Z,, 1). 
i=l i=l 
Now Gk acts on M with orbit space aAn, and Gk $ Gl acts on M with orbit space 
aAn because J!J is invariant. Let C,I denote the mapping cone of 7r’. Then we get a 
natural projection f : C,, + Cidaa,, = A”. This is the resolution An = 2. NOW to 
verify (*), we must show that the inclusion homomorphism 
i*:H’(f-‘(o);Z,) + H’(f-‘(aa);Z,) 
is an isomorphism for each CT E L. If 0 E aAn, then f = h over cr and (*) holds by 
the induction assumption. The only other simplex of L is A” itself. The result follows 
immediately from the cohomology exact sequence of the pair (f -’ (An), f -‘( a An)). 
First, H”(f-’ (An), f-l (aAn); Z,) = 0 so i* is surjective. Second, if 
4: (f -‘(A”), f-‘@An)) + (WZ,. I), *) 
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represents an element of H’ (f-‘(nn), f-‘(ann); Z,), then 4 factors through f-‘(An)/ 
f-‘(aAn), h’ h ’ h w tc IS omotopy equivalent to the suspension of the connected f-’ (a An) 
and hence is simply connected. Thus, 4 is null-homotopic, rel. f-‘(aAn) and 
H’(f-l(An),f-l(~An); 2,) = 0, h s owing that i* is injective. There remains to verify 
(t), i.e., that the action of GI, is trivial on H’(f-‘(A”); 2,). This is immediate since 
the action on H1(f-‘(An), f-‘(aAn); 2,) is trivial and i* is injective. q 
3. Proofs of the theorems 
Theorem C. For each compact metric space Y, and each prime p Y is the orbit space 
of a G-action on a metric compactum X with dimz, X = 1. 
Proof. First we address the case Y = An. We apply Lemma 16, obtaining a resolution 
q1 : (Lt , (~1) + (Y, rt), where L1 is a polyhedron with triangulation (~1, q is a triangula- 
tion of Y, and q1 is a simplicial map that is the orbit mapping of a simplicial action of 
G,, = nz,(z,)i on L1 satisfying (*). Now take the barycentric subdivision r{ of 7l 
and the natural nondegenerate map f2 : (Y, T{) -+ An. Repeat the process over (Y, r1/), 
obtaining q2 : (Lz, ~2) -+ (Y, Q), a simplicial orbit map of an action of G,, = nyz, on 
L2 to a refinement 7-2 of 71’ satisfying (*) with respect to the structure of (Y, r{) as a 
polyhedron over An given by f2. Repeat this process infinitely often, obtaining for each 
i = 1,2 )...) qi:(Li,ai) -+ (Y, ~-i), where qi is a simplicial orbit map of a simplicial 
action of G,%, qi satisfies (*) with respect to the natural structure of (Y, T,/_,) as a 
polyhedron over An given by the map fi and ri refines T,‘_, . 
Now construct a sequence of simplicial pullbacks as follows: let VI denote the 
pullback to 1 LI 1 of the triangulation 7-2, and let p2 : (P., ~2) -+ (Ll , VI be the pull- 
back of q2 : (L2, 02) -+ (Y, 72) over q1 : (Ll, ~1) + (Y, TZ), with ht : P2 + L2. Let 
k2 = q2 o h2 : P2 + Y. Then ~2, h:! and k2 are simplicial and G,,+,, = G,, @ G,, 
acts simplicially on (P2, ~2). 
Let 24 denote the pullback of 73 by k2 and form the simplicial pullback p3 : (P3 ,213) + 
(P2,14) over k2, with h3 : P3 -+ L3 and k3 = q3 o h3. Ail is simplicial and there 
is a simplicial action of G,,frnzfrnj on (P3,v3). Repeat the process infinitely often, 
obtaining, for i = 3,. . ,pi : (Pi, 24) -+ (P,_l, vi-l) and ki : (Pi, w,) --) (Y, T~+I) such 
that ki-1 opi = ki: lP,l + Y. Form the inverse limit 
x = l”{ IP,_, 1 + lP,l :pi} 
together with the map k = lim ki : X -+Y.ThenG=n,0”=,actsonXandk:X+Y 
is the orbit mapping. 
To verify that dimz, X 6 1, it suffices, by Theorem 542) to show that for each 
compact set A c X the restriction map j* : H’(X; 2,) 4 H’(A; 2,) is surjective, 
which is equivalent to showing that each map 4: A -+ K(Z,, 1) extends to X. We 
want to use the fact that K(Z,, 1) . IS an absolute neighborhood retract to relate 4 to 
maps of [PiI into K(Z,, 1). C onsider the infinite mapping cylinder M, of the inverse 
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system {II’_, 1 P 1 Pi 1}E3, that is, let Afi be the mapping cylinder of pi and, for each 
i, identify the copy of IPi_ ) 1 in Mi with the domain end of Mi_1. Let Cj = lJ{=, Al,. 
Then the collapses generate an inverse system C,_ I + Cj containing I Pj-1 I +- 1 Pj / 
with inverse limit 2 = Mm U X. Now A c Z and d: A + K(Z,, 1) extends to a map 
@ : U + K(Z,. 1) where U is an open neighborhood of A in Z. 
The collapses of the mapping cylinders Mi are connected to the identities of the A& 
by one-parameter families of retractions which extend to give a one-parameter family 
of retractions rt : Z --+ Z of Z, 0 < t 6 1 with TI the identity and TO the retraction 
onto IL1 I = /PI 1 and such that for t, = (n - 1)/n, rt,, is the projection onto C,. By 
compactness, there is an n such that r,(A) C U for all t 3 t,, so Borsuk’s homotopy 
extension theorem implies that q+ extends to X provided that @ o rn extends to I P, I. For 
n sufficiently large, the union T of all subcomplexes of (P,. v,) of the form p;‘(g) for 
simplices (T of IP,_l I that intersect rt,,(A) lies in U. Let $.J = @IT: T + K(Z,, 1). We 
wish to extend $ to I P, 1. We do it by induction over the sets kc’ (rn (Y)i), the preimages 
of the i-skeleta of rn. 
For a simplex 7 of v;_, , we have that k,_l is one-to-one on 7 and carries it to a 
simplex < of rA_, , which is the domain triangulation of fn. Therefore, (*) yields that the 
restriction homomorphism j* : H’ (4;’ (<); Z,) + H’ (q;] (ac; Z,) is an isomorphism. 
so j* : H’(p,l(?& Z,) + H’ (dq; Z,) is an isomorphism. Thus, $ extends to I P, 1, and 
dimz, 6 1. 
Now we construct an example over the Hilbert cube as follows. For each R consider 
the projection I” -+ In+’ and form the diagram 
1” -In+’ -Xn+, 
qi $+, :I n;+, _ I:+ 
X,-X nfl -x n+l 
where qn is assumed by induction, q1 being obtained from the finite-dimensional version 
of Theorem C just proved, gn+r is a pullback, Xn+r is obtained by applying the finite- 
dimensional version of Theorem C, and Xn+l is obtained by pullback. Let 
%+I = Qk,+j 0 9:+1 : Xn+l ---$I 
nfl 
and P~+I = I&+, 0 P:+, : &+I + X,. 
By induction, we have an action of G on X,, with orbit mapping with orbit map qk+, , 
so we get an induced action of G x G S G on Xn+r with orbit map q,+l. By Lemma 
12 dimz, Xn+ I < dimz, X n+ I < 1. Now form the inverse limits 
~q~~qt~q;. . 
Xl +-Frx2 ~X3‘“’ 
We now have an action of the infinite product G” g G on X with orbit map q. 
Again, Lemma 12 ensures that dimz, X 6 1. To complete the proof, let Y be any 
compact metric space, embed Y in P, and let X = q-’ (Y). 0 
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Theorem A. For each integer n 3 2 and each prime p there is an action of G = 
n,“=, ZP on a compact, two-dimensional, metric space X such that dim X/G = n; 
moreovel; dimX x X < 3. 
Proof. Fix n and p. If n = 2, let X2 be a compact metric space with dimX2 = 2 such 
that dim X2 x X2 = 3 [ 121 and use the trivial G-action. Otherwise, let Y, be an n- 
dimensional compact metric space such that dim,lr] Y, < I (see Theorems 8 and 9). By 
Theorem C there is a compact, metric X, with dir&, X, 6 1 equipped with a G-action 
and orbit map qn : X, 4 Y,. Then X, is the desired space, as follows. First, dim X, 6 n 
by Corollary 2. Next, dimZ[+ X, 6 1 by Lemma 12. Now, dimz, X, < 1 for all primes 
q and dimqX, 6 1 by Lemma 13. Now Lemma 14 shows that dimzX, x X, < 3. 
Thus, by Theorem 6, dimX, x X, 6 3. 0 
Corollary A. For each prime p there is an action of G = n,“=, Z, on a compact, 
two-dimensional, metric space X, such that dim X,/G = co and dim X, x X, = 3. 
Proof. Fix p. For each integer n 3 3, let Y, and X, be as in Theorem A. Consider the 
one-point compactifications X, and Y, of the disjoint unions U X, and U Y,. Now 
dim Y, = 00. Theorem 11 implies that dim X, x X,. Clearly G acts on X, with Y, 
as the orbit space. 0 
4. Strongly infinite-dimensional orbit spaces 
Definitions. 
(1) A map f:X + I” is essential provided there is no homotopy of pairs 
F : (X, f-l (i3P)) x 1 + (In, aP) from f to a map g : X 4 k3P; otherwise, f 
is inessential. 
(2) A map f : X -+ Q = nz, into the Hilbert cube is essential provided that 
pof:X+P 
is essential for each coordinate projection p : Q + I”; otherwise it is inessential. 
(3) A space X is strongly injinite-dimensional provided that there exists an essential 
map f : X + Q of X onto the Hilbert cube. 
(4) The symbol XrY means that Y E AE({X}), i.e., each map f : A -+ Y defined 
on a closed subspace of X extends over X. 
Lemma 17. For every prime p there exists a strongly infinite-dimensional compactum 
Y with the cohomological dimension dimz,L1 Y = 1. 
P 
The proof of Lemma 17 is the same as the proof of Theorem 3 [6] with the only 
difference that in Lemma 17 one should use the cohomology H*(-; Z,) instead of K- 
theory Kc (-; Z,) . 
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Theorem B’. For each prime p there is an action of G = n:, (;Z,), on a compact 
space X with dimz X x X < 3 and strongly injinite-dimensional orbit space. 
Proof. Apply Theorem C to a compactum Y of Lemma 17 to obtain a desired compacturn 
X together with G-action. 0 
In the rest of this section we are improving Theorem B’ by constructing a finite- 
dimensional X. We need the following: 
Theorem 18 (Generalized Eilenberg Theorem [5]). Let K and L be countable CW com- 
plexes and X compact and metric. Suppose that XrK * L. Then for each map _q :A + K 
of a closed subset of X into K there is a compact Y c X - A such that YrL and y 
extends over X - Y. 
Theorem B. For each prime p there is an action of G = nz, (Z,)i on a two- 
dimensional metric compactum with strongly infinite-dimensional orbit space. 
Proof. Let Q = I” = n,“=, I,, Qm = 1: = n,“=, and I; = ny=“=,. With 1 = [0, l] 
and base point 0, we have natural inclusions. Let yz denote the projection to I:, for 
rn < n < CG and n < cu. For each n, let vn : Z,, + I” be a resolution as in Theorem C 
of I” as orbit space of a G-action, where dimz, 2, < 1. Denote by G, the copy of G 
that acts on Z,. Let CT1 = qn-’ 077~ : Z, ---f ITL-‘, where q”--] = $‘. Set 52 = Zz, and 
let k.2 : 22 + Z2 be the identity. Let 77’ = rj2 o Ic2. Define Z,, inductively as the pullback 
of Z,,_t and Z, over I”-‘, with induced maps q”-’ : Z,, + Z,_l over qn-’ and k,, 
over ,$_ 1 as in (1): 
Setting ?i” = qn o Ic, sets up the next pullback. Note that Z, inherits a (G2 x . . x 
G,)-action from the pullback construction, and Ic, : z, + Z, is the orbit map of the 
(Gzx... x G,_t )-action on Z,. Thus, as qn : Z, --+ I” is the orbit map of the G,-action, 
iin : ZL + In is the orbit map of the entire (Gz x . . x G,)-action. Moreover, 4” is 
equivariant. We now have the morphism ?& between the inverse systems {P, qn} and 
{ Zn: 4”). We shall construct inductively an inverse system {IV,, pTL} with IV, c I” and 
p,n = qn-‘lN, so that the lift {E,,P,} with fi, = q~‘l(N~) and & = Qn]fi, has the 
property that fi, has Urysohn 2-diameter dz(fi,) < l/n (i.e., admits a map into a two- 
dimensional complex with point inverses of diameter less than l/n). This ensures from 
the definition of covering dimension that X = lim Iv, is 2-dimensional. The N,‘s will be 
chosen carefully to ensure that Y = lim IV, is strongly infinite-dimensional. To achieve 
this, we construct a (non-inverse) sequence Y, c I”. Let Y2 c I2 be the set consisting of 
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the center of 12. Now dim?;’ (Yz) = 0, so there is a map 192 : ij’F’(Y2) + K2 for some 2- 
complex K2 with point inverses of diameter less than l/2 (e.g., the barycentric map to the 
nerve of an open cover of order at most 3 with stars of diameter at most 1 defined from a 
partition of unity subordinate to the cover). Since K2 is an absolute neighborhood retract, 
92 extends over a neighborhood U2 of q;’ (Y2) with point inverses of diameter less than 
l/2. Let iV2 c int(12) be a closed disc containing Y2 in its interior and sufficiently small 
that &q;‘(Nz) c U2. Let A4 = M(Z,, 1) and L = M(Z[i]) be CW Moore spaces 
(i.e., Hi(M; 2) = 2, if i = 1 and is otherwise zero, etc.). Let $2 : I2 -Y2 -+ K be a map 
of degree 1. Assume for the induction that we have Y,_i c int(N,_i ), an essential map 
&-I : N,_l - Y,_l 4 K, and fi,_i = 5f;A, (N+i). Let A, = I” - int(N,_i) x 1,. 
Now define tiin = i o &-I o q”-’ : A + K * L, where i : K + K * L is the natural 
inclusion. From the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem (Theorem 18), we get a compact 
Y, c IN - A = int(N,_i) x 1, such that $, extends to I” - Y, and Y,rL. Since 
L = M(Z[;]) cv K(Z[;]), 
by Theorem 8. By Lemma 13, 
and since dimz, Z, < 1, so is vi’ (Y,). It follows as in the proof of Theorem A 
that dimn;‘Y, < 2. The maps k, all have zero-dimensional point inverses, so by 
Corollary 4, dim Y, = ?j;‘Yn < 2, too. Thus, as for Y2, there is a two-complex Ki and 
a map 8, : ?, 4-K: with point inverses of diameter less than l/n. With U, c ?n a 
neighborhood of Y, such that & extends to U, with point inverses of diameter less than 
1 /n, choose N,int N,- 1 x I, a closed neighborhood of Y, such that v;‘N, = fi, C U,. 
This completes the inductive construction. Now we have 
;i:X = limfi, --+ limN, = Y c Q. 
Moreover, dimX < 2 and X is equipped with a fl,“==, G, = G-action for which n is the 
orbit map. It remains to verify the strong infinite dimensionality of Y. To demonstrate 
strong infinite dimensionality, it suffices to exhibit an essential mapping f : Y 4 Q. Let 
f=qpIY:Y+Q2.N ow from the construction of Y, we may define 
#I:&-Y= fi(Q-Nn x Qn+l) + K = MC&, 1) 
n=2 
by $I& - Nn x Qn+l = $n o qn. Let S’ = a12. Then 4 is essential, and the inclusion 
S’ x Qs + Q - Y induces an epimorphism H’(Q - Y; Z,) + H1(S1 x Qs; Z,) ” Z,. 
Were f inessential, there would be n 3 2 such that q? o f : Y -+ IF is inessential, and 
hence an m 3 n such that qt 1 N, : N, + IF is inessential (by the homotopy extension 
theorem). But then f2 = q2 1 N, : N, 4 Ixm would be also inessential and would deform 
to a map fi:Nm + a1y = S”-3, which by a standard application of the homotopy 
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extension theorem may be assumed to agree with f2 on B = NmfV2 x Smp3. From fl we 
could obtain a map r = id x fi : N,,, + I2 x S m-3 that is the identity on B. Now consider 
the following diagram (with 2, coefficients), where D = 5” x 13m, E = N2 x 13m, and 
F = N2 x S”-“: 
H’(I” - N,) a IP( _ H”-“(B) A H”-3(Nm) 
a’ 
t 
OL 
t l 
P 
t 
HI (D) d H”-2(E, F) L Hm-j(F) ~0 
Now, a’ is dual to the homomorphism H’(P - N,; 2,) + H’(D; Z,), which is an 
epimorphism, so Q’, hence a, is an monomorphism. Therefore, cr o y( 1) # 0. However, 
(Y o y( 1) = S o i * or * (1) = 0, a contradiction establishing essentiality of f, hence the 
strong infinite dimensionality of Y, and the theorem is proved. 0 
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